The molecular basis of UDP-galactose-4-epimerase (GALE) deficiency galactosemia in Korean patients.
UDP-galactose-4-epimerase (GALE) deficiency galactosemia is an autosomal recessive disorder and the prevalence of the disease varies among ethnic groups. We aimed to investigate molecular characteristics of the Korean patients with attenuated GALE activity and elevated galactose-1-phosphate levels in blood. In order to characterize the molecular defects underlying GALE deficiency, the GALE gene of 7 patients showing severe activity decreases was sequenced. PCR-RFLP was performed to confirm the presence of the mutations identified by sequencing. Nine mutations were identified: 8 missense mutations (p.A25V, p.R40C, p.D69E, p.E165K, p.R169W, p.R239W, p.G302D, and p.R335H) and one nonsense mutation (p.W336X). Except for p.R335H, all of these mutations are novel. Six patients were compound heterozygotes (p.D69E/p.G302D, p.R40C/p.R169W, p.D69E/p.E165K, p.R239W/p.R335H, p.A25V/p.R169W, and p.G302D/p.R335H) and the remaining patient had only one mutation (p.W336X/not detected). Thirty patients with moderately reduced GALE activity were also tested by PCR-RFLP for the presence of the above mutation, and mutations were detected in 17 of these 30 patients. The frequency of p.G302D (9/30), p.R239W (6/30) and p.R169W (5/30) in our Korean patients with GALE deficiency galactosemia was relatively high. We detected 9 mutations of the GALE gene in Korean galactosemia patients, and confirmed allelic heterogeneity in this disease.